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The Efficient Buildings Community initiative

- Interreg MED horizontal project.

- Partnership: Euromed Cities Network/City of Nice (Lead Partners), Energy Cities, IREC, CMCC, University of Patras, CRES, ENEA, ADENE.

- Efficient Buildings is a strategic coordination, communication and capitalization project:
  - Promoting the transfer and replication of decision-making tools with regards to energy efficiency in public buildings
  - Set up by Interreg MED Modular Projects.
  - Targeting in particular local and regional authorities and energy agencies throughout the Mediterranean basin but with a focus on the EU and IPA countries.
Possible synergies with meetMED II

- Development of Efficient Buildings’ North-South City Partnerships pilot action, in order to promote a coherent action with national energy agencies.

- Trainings for local and regional authorities (through thematic Capacity Building Workshops, national Living Labs,…).

- Exchanges, transfer and joint promotion of decision-making tools set up by Interreg MED Modular Projects (and others), which are mature in terms of replicability.

- Capitalisation activities such as policy debates, joint webinars, EB digital days in June 2021
Thank you for your attention!